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Manse Benefits:
In addition to ownership of the manse itself, possessing 
this Merit at three dots provides the benefits of both the 
Demesne Merit (p. 160) and the Hearthstone Merit (p. 
161), at two dots each, for no additional cost. With five 
dots, the character is the owner of a manse raised atop an 
exceptionally powerful demesne, with a concomitantly 
powerful hearthstone (replicating the benefits of the 
fourdot Demesne and Hearthstone Merits).

Demesne Benefits: 
A character attuned to a demesne who stands within its 
boundaries enjoys certain benefits. Outside of combat, 
he respires an additional two motes of Essence per hour, 
and may reflexively roll (Perception + Occult at difficulty 
3) to sense any active expenditure of Essence within the 
demesne’s boundaries. The demesne can also be used as 
a Means for sorcerous workings which resonate with its 
nature (p. 487-488), granting one extra interval.  
 
As a four-dot Merit, the character gains control of an 
exceptionally powerful demesne. She respires four extra 
motes per hour outside of combat, the difficulty to detect 
Essence-use becomes 1, and using the demesne as a 
Means grants two extra intervals.
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	CB 10: Yes
	CB 9: Yes
	CB 8: Yes
	CB 7: Yes
	CB 6: Yes
	CB 5: Yes
	CB 4: Yes
	CB 3: Yes
	CB 2: Yes
	CB 1: Yes
	Name: The Ageless Vault
	Aspect: Solar
	Location: Ten miles south of Great Forks in the Rolling River
	Owner: Ezma Auberon
	Notes: 
	Manse Powers: Network Note; 1 PtAnalytical Senses 3 PtBound Servant Force 3 PtIntegrated Essence Artillery 4 PtOutside Worlds Within 5 PtOtherworld Gate (???) 5 Pt
	Hearthstone Powers: The Ageless Vault possess a Protoshinmaic Vortex as its Hearthstone.  For the purposes of powering artifacts or magitech the Vortex acts as a lvl NA powered Hearthstone.  The Vortex may also be used to Wyld Shape within Creation as if standing in the Border Marches.  The Protoshinmaic vortex appears as a translucent ball of plasma the size of a child’s heart in which impossible shapes flutter and undulate. Those capable of perceiving Essence directly see it for what it really is, a living aspect of transcendent potential compressed to a specific space and time.  Looking deeply within the Vortex with Essence sight, one simultaneously feels an immense, almost infinite surge of power while simultaneously feeling terrified at the paper thin boundaries of reality.


